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1. Introduction
Purpose of this Report
1.1 This draft report assesses whether there are any opportunities to meet

housing and economic development needs that should be identified in the
Local Plan for villages that are located within the Chiltern’s Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) but are excluded from the Green
Belt. The Local Plan has an objectively assessed housing need of
approximately 15,000 dwellings and 49,000sqm of employment for the
period of 2013 to 2033. As part of the work for demonstrating how the
development needs can be met, the Council has produced a Draft
Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (HELAA)1. The Draft
HELAA published in November 2015 identified a capacity for
approximately 9,100 new homes, therefore showing a significant shortfall
in land supply against the housing need requirement.

1.2 The district is significantly constrained by the AONB (71% of the district)

and Green Belt (48% of the district); as such the Local Plan must consider
these locations to identify whether there is any development potential as
part of exploring all the reasonable options. There is a separate
assessment of Green Belt sites which includes sites which are in both the
Green Belt and the AONB. There are 3 main settlements within the
District that are beyond the Green Belt; Princes Risborough, Lane End
and Stokenchurch. The Council has recently consulted on a draft Town
Plan for Princes Risborough. This assessment is therefore exclusively
concerned with non-green belt sites in the AONB adjoining the existing
settlements at Lane End and Stokenchurch

1.3 This draft report has been produced to accompany and help inform the

consultation on the Draft Local Plan commencing at the end of June 2016.
The Council will continue to work on these assessments and finalise the
work later this year to accompany the final version of the Plan that is due
to be published and submitted to the Planning Inspectorate early in 2017.

1.4 The HELAA identified a number of ‘further assessment’ sites which

included sites located within the AONB, mainly at Stokenchurch and Lane
End. Due to the special landscape qualities of the AONB, the HELAA did
not conclude whether development would be suitable. This report carries
out a more detailed landscape assessment for those sites promoted
through the HELAA which are in the AONB plus additional AONB sites
identified by the Council located on the edge of Lane End and
Stokenchurch but outside of the Green Belt.

1

Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (HELAA) November 2015
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1.5 The draft HELAA (November 2015) currently identifies 47 dwellings at

Stokenchurch (Land adjacent Longburrow Hall, plus the redevelopment of
Stokenchurch County First School which is currently under construction
(10/06590/OUT). In Lane End the HELAA identifies one site which is
currently under construction for 19 dwellings at the Former Culver
Graphics, Finings Road.

1.6 Whilst previous plans have not allocated sites within the AONB, there

have been a number of windfall developments, primarily on previous
developed sites.

1.7 Sites identified through this assessment will be considered alongside

other Local Plan allocations through the Sustainability Appraisal process
to ensure the most sustainable sites are taken forward for allocation in the
Local Plan in terms of economic, social and environmental sustainability.
This process considers the cumulative impacts of development when
considering sites collectively.

Legislation and Policy Context
1.8 Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) are designated by the

Government for the purpose of ensuring that the special qualities of the
finest landscapes are conserved and enhanced. In policy terms they have
the same planning status as National Parks. They were originally
established under the National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act
1949, though the legislation was reformulated in 2000 through the
Countryside and Rights of Way Act. There is a general duty on all relevant
authorities to have regard to the purpose of conserving and enhancing the
natural beauty of AONBs.

1.9 This ‘duty of regard’ recognises that a wide range of bodies have a direct

influence over the future of these protected landscapes. Wycombe District
Council and the Chilterns Conservation Board (CCB) have a statutory
duty for managing the Chiltern’s. The objectives of the CCB are to
conserve and enhance the natural beauty of the AONB; increase the
understanding and enjoyment of the AONB and seek to foster the
economic and social well-being of local communities within the AONB,
without incurring significant expenditure in doing so.

1.10 The requirement to conserve and enhance the natural beauty of the

AONB is also identified in the Countryside and Rights of Way Act, section
92. This includes the conservation of its flora, fauna and geological
physical features.
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National Planning Policy Framework
1.11 The NPPF identifies that Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty are a

constraint to development (footnote 9 to paragraph 14). AONBs are
identified as protected areas, where the presumption in favour of
sustainable development set out in paragraph 14 does not apply. The
NPPF states that great weight should be given to conserving the
landscape and natural beauty in designated AONBs, which should have
the highest status of protection in relation to landscape and scenic beauty.
The conservation of wildlife and cultural heritage are important
considerations in these areas, (NPPF paragraph 115).

1.12 At paragraphs 115 and 116 of the NPPF a distinction is made between

the approach to planning proposals applicable in all cases (paragraph
115) and the additional approach applicable in the case of ‘major’
developments (paragraph 116). This states that planning permission
should be refused for major development within an AONB except in
exceptional circumstances and where it can be demonstrated that they
are in the public interest. The consideration of such applications should
include:


the need for the development, including in terms of any national
considerations, and the impact of permitting it, or refusing it, upon the
local economy;



the cost of, and scope for, developing elsewhere outside the
designated area, or meeting the need for it in some other way; and



any detrimental effect on the environment, the landscape and
recreational opportunities, and the extent to which that could be
moderated.

1.13 The identification of development that is ‘major’ (as distinct from ‘not

major’) is a matter of judgement and one which is important in considering
whether development is appropriate. There is a series of case law which
has concluded what is considered major development for a number of
appeal decisions, although it is clear that there is no definitive definition
emerging from these cases and certainly no specific site size or dwelling
number threshold above which development is deemed to be major. The
Council’s view is that major development cannot be defined in terms of
numbers, but is a matter of the impact, or extent of harm, on the Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. Major development in this context therefore
does not refer to the familiar planning application thresholds (10
dwellings) or any other numerical threshold but instead requires the
Council to judge the significance of a proposal in its specific context.
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1.14 Finally, it should be noted that whilst it is possible to carry out a

preliminary assessment as to whether a plan allocation is likely to result in
major development, it is not possible to provide a definitive determination
at this stage. The Council’s overall position is that the NPPF objective to
significantly increase the supply of housing in our District will not be
sufficient to justify major development in the Chilterns AONB.

DCLG Planning Practice Guidance
2
1.15 Paragraph 004 identifies local planning authorities should have regard to

management plans for AONBs, as these documents underpin partnership
working and delivery of designation objectives. The management plans
highlight the value and special qualities of these designations to society
and show communities and partners how their activity contributes to
protected landscape purposes.

Chilterns AONB Management Plan
1.16 The Chiltern AONB Conservation Board has published a 2014 - 2019

Management Plan3 which contains a number of policies that are relevant
to considering new development. These objectives should also be borne
in mind in considering possible plan allocations in the AONB.

• Policy L6 requires that “Degraded aspects of the landscape should be
enhanced including the removal or mitigation of intrusive development
and features”. It acknowledges that removal of some developments may
be unlikely or impossible and should be mitigated instead.
• Policy L10 requires consideration of the cumulative impact of
development and land use change on landscape quality and character.
• Policy D1 requires that “the natural beauty of the Chilterns AONB should
be conserved and enhanced by encouraging the highest design
standards, reinforcing local distinctiveness and respecting the
landscape, settlement character and special qualities of the AONB.”
• Policy D6 states that “Where new housing development is proposed this
should only be permitted if its scale, massing and density reflect the
local context and have regard to the special qualities of the AONB.”
• Policy D11 requires that “Enhancement of the landscape of the AONB
should be sought by the removal or mitigation of intrusive
developments.”
2

PPG Paragraph 004 Reference ID: 8-004-20140306
http://www.chilternsaonb.org/uploads/files/ConservationBoard/ManagementPlan/Management%20Pl
an%202014-19/chilterns_management_plan_2014-19_final.pdf
3
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• Policy D12 states that “Developments should be sought that represent
the highest environmental and design standards whilst complementing
the character of the AONB.”
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2. Scope and Methodology
Scope of the Assessment
2.1 There are a number of villages within the AONB, ranging from small

hamlets to larger villages. The Local Plan has identified a settlement
hierarchy4 based on the sustainability of the village. For the purpose of
considering sites within the AONB, sites at settlements of Tier 4 and
above have been included. Smaller settlements are not considered
sustainable for housing or employment allocations. However windfall
development will still occur in villages below Tier 4 as it has done so in the
past. There are 2 villages within Tier 4 and above – namely Lane End
and Stokenchurch. Both settlements are washed over by the AONB and
half of each settlement is also located within the Green Belt.

Figure 1: Context

4

Settlement Hierarchy Study – Final Report, June 2016
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Figure 2: Developer Promoted Sites at Stokenchurch

Figure 3: General area of search at Stokenchurch
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Figure 4: Stokenchurch land parcels for stage 1 assessment

2.2 At this initial stage the Council identified 13 land parcels beyond the

Green Belt at Stokenchurch for more detailed assessment. This includes
not only the three developer promoted sites (shown on Figure 2 and then
included on Figure 4 with a heavier outline) but 9 further land parcels with
a similar spatial relationship to the village.

2.3 This process was repeated for Lane End. The 4 developer promoted sites

are illustrated in Figure 5, the general area of search is shown in Figure 6,
and Figure 7 shows the 10 land parcels identified for more detailed
assessment.
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Figure 5: Developer Promoted Sites at Lane End

Figure 6: General area of search at Lane End
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Figure 7: Lane End land parcels for stage 1 assessment
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Methodology
3.1 The methodology is split into two parts. Part 1 considers an initial

suitability assessment using a methodology which is consistent with the
Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment5. Sites which pass
the Part 1 assessment are then carried forward to Part 2 where a detailed
landscape assessment is carried out. Where sites are considered suitable
at part 1 and 2, the deliverability of the site is then considered in terms of
whether the site is available and the development potential for capacity
and when a site is likely to be delivered.

3.2 The methodology has been consulted on with adjoining districts including

those within the housing market area, Natural England and the Chilterns
Conservation Board.

Part 1 – Suitability Assessment
3.3 The PPG identifies how the assessment for the suitability of land for future

development should be carried out. This is identified within the Housing
and Economic Land Availability Assessment section of the CLG PPG. A
joint Central Bucks HELAA Methodology has been published and has
informed the draft HELAA published in October 2015. The suitability
assessment of AONB is consistent with the HELAA methodology and
Green Belt Assessment methodology but has a much larger focus on
assessing landscape impacts, informed by an overview of the landscape
sensitivity of different parts of the villages to development. Part of this
process also considered whether the site is likely to be ‘major
development’ within the AONB (see section 2 of the report for further
information). Appendix 1 sets out the suitability criteria for the Part 1
assessment.

Part 2 – Landscape Assessment
3.4 The full landscape assessment methodology is included in Appendix 2 but
is summarized below.
The appraisal begins with a description of the

relevant landscape character area as identified in the Wycombe District
Landscape Character Assessment 2011 (see record sheet) and a
description of the site (see Assessment Findings in Section 3 of main
report). Each site is then assessed for its sensitivity and capacity by following
seven steps set out below and illustrated in Figure 8:

Step 1: Assessment of visual sensitivity
5

Central Bucks HELAA methodology
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Step 2: Assessment of landscape sensitivity
Step 3: Determination of resulting landscape character sensitivity
Step 4: Assessment of wider sensitivity
Step 5: Determination of resulting overall landscape sensitivity
Step 6: Assessment of landscape value
Step 7: Determination of resulting landscape capacity
Figure 8: Summary of Steps 1-7 of assessment process.
Visual Sensitivity
Landscape Character
Sensitivity
Overall Landscape
Sensitivity

Landscape Sensitivity
Wider Landcape
Sensitivity

Landscape Capacity
Landscape Value

3.5 At the end of this process a list of development guidelines is provided (see

each site appraisal)

Part 3 – Development Capacity
3.6 Notwithstanding the potential sustainability credentials of a site, to

allocate a site for development it must be 'available' and 'achievable'.

3.7 The PPG indicates that for a site to be considered available for

development there must be confidence that there are no legal or
ownership problems. This will often mean that the land is controlled by a
developer or landowner who has expressed an intention to develop, or
the landowner has expressed an intention to sell.

3.8 Landowners, developers or agents have been contacted for each site to

establish if the site is available for development and if not currently
available whether it is likely to become available in the plan period (up to
2033). We will continue to update this aspect of the assessment as we
receive further availability information.

3.9 A site may be considered achievable for development where there is a

reasonable prospect that the particular type of development will be
developed on the site at a particular point in time. This is essentially a
judgement about the economic viability of a site, and the capacity of the
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developer to complete and let or sell the development over a certain
period.
3.10 Each site proposed for allocation has an illustrative diagram drawn up to

show how it could be developed and to help inform the potential capacity
that a site could deliver. It also helps to show wider connectivity into the
existing area through potential road layout and footpath connections. An
overarching principle is that sites should aim to make the best use of land.
The illustrative diagram and understanding of environmental and other
constraints identified through the suitability stage have helped to make an
initial assessment of the potential development capacity. These figures are
not firm allocations of numbers for individual sites but give an indication of
the potential that could be accommodated on a site and help in assessing
the overall contribution the site could make to the housing land supply.

Major development in the AONB
3.11 As part of considering the development potential, it is necessary to

consider whether allocation of the site could result in ‘major development’
in the AONB, taking account of the policy guidance set out in paragraph
116 of the NPPF. There is no definition of ‘major’ development. Whether a
development is major must be decided as a matter of judgement in the
circumstances of each site. It is considered that the Local Plan should not
be allocating major development in the AONB as the exceptional
circumstances in paragraph 116 are not justified. The need for
development must be considered within the wider housing market area
(consisting of Aylesbury Vale, Chiltern, South Bucks and Wycombe
districts). As such where a site is considered to be ‘major’ this will not be
found suitable in the assessment. What constitutes ‘Major’ development
will vary from site to site depending on the potential impact, or extent of
harm, on the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty in the local context. The
outcome from the Part 2 landscape assessment is very important in
determining this and factors such as:

1. Landscape Character
a. How does the scale of the site fit in relation to the scale of the
existing settlement?
b. How integrated is the site into the existing built form – would it be a
large ‘bolt on’ or integral to the settlement?
c. How would the landscape characteristics change if development
was to take place?
d. Does the site have particular environmental qualities for flora and
fauna?
16

e. Could the site contribute to the conservation of its flora, fauna and
geological features?
2. Landscape Sensitivity (including whether there is scope for mitigation
measures)
a. How sensitive the site is in terms of openness, including from public
views
b. Is the site is enclosed by a well-defined tree line / topography or are
there views stretching over several miles?
c. What is the impact on the natural beauty?
d. Does the site have any existing development e.g. for recreational
purposes?
e. Is there scope for mitigation measure to reduce landscape impacts if
development was to take place?
3. Impact from ancillary infrastructure
a. Would there be a need for significant highway improvements?
b. Would the site require infrastructure improvements? e.g. utility
upgrades
4. Cumulative impacts (where there are multiple adjoining sites)
a. Are there several potential sites within the same location?
b. What will their cumulative impacts be?
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3. Findings
Part 1 Suitability Assessment Findings
Stokenchurch Summary

3.12 Stokenchurch is located on Junction 5 of the M40 which partly splits the

village in two. The development north of the motorway forms the main part
of the village where a number of local services and facilities are located.
The existing development sits on top of a Chiltern Hill plateau and steeply
descends northwards from where the existing built form stops. Sites
SSC0044,45 and 34 are largely open in the landscape with long distance
views to and from the village. This area is characterised by typical Chiltern
AONB characteristics with rolling hills and woodland on hilltops.

Landscape overview – Stokenchurch:
3.13 Stokenchurch is a linear village located on an elevated, undulating

plateau. The topography has largely influenced the location and spread of
the settlement. It is bisected by the A40 and partly by the M40 which
create both an audible and visual impact. Most of the settlement is on the
northern side of the M40 but a smaller amount is located on the southern
side at the eastern edge of the settlement. It is surrounded by mixed
farmland interspersed by large blocks of woodland which create visual
enclosure in some areas.
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3.14 Three main areas beyond the Green Belt were initially considered for their

potential to support development.

Northern settlement edge:
3.15 There is a strong, unbroken edge to the existing settlement on this side. It

has a rolling, valley topography and the land falls away quickly beyond the
existing edge of settlement. The large, open fields slope away steeply to
the north into a dry valley and the valley sides on the opposite side are
topped with characteristic blocks of hanging woodlands. These features
combine to create an inspiring landscape which can be viewed from the
public footpath that provides access from the village out into the
countryside. Development on this side was discounted on the grounds of
the sloping topography, loss of expansive views and the lack of any
existing natural boundary to form a new, logical settlement edge.

Rear of Stokenchurch Business Park/Stockwells Yard:
3.16 The settlement edge is less complete on this side but there is a strong

boundary created by existing development and continued by a wellestablished, mature hedgerow. On the settlement side of this hedged
boundary the land uses are industrial or urban fringe such as paddocks
and building material storage.

3.17 Westwards, beyond this boundary, the large open fields begin to fall

away towards large blocks of woodland that hug the steeper valley
sides. A network of public footpaths gives access from the settlement to
these fields and woodlands. Development west of this boundary was
discounted on the grounds of the sloping topography, the impact on the
network of public footpaths and the lack of any natural boundary to form a
new, logical settlement edge.

Rear of Mill Road:
3.18 The settlement edge is weak on this side, broken by outbuildings and a

salvage yard that encroach out into the countryside. Near to the
settlement edge the topography is flatter and there are no public footpaths
giving access. A lost historic field boundary and the existing rear
boundaries of the salvage yard and outbuildings combine to offer a logical
extent to a settlement extension. Coupled with the limited public access
and flatter topography this land was considered suitable for further
consideration.
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Stokenchurch site assessments
3.19 Figure 8 identifies those sites which passed Part 1 of the assessment.

Figure 8: Stokenchurch sites passed at Stage 1

3.20

Three sites (or groups of sites) have passed the stage 1 assessment.
These are:




3.21

SSC0034 Land at Wood Farm
SSC0043 Land to the rear of Stokenchurch Business Park
SSC0035, SSC0037 and SSC0038 Land south of Mill Road

As noted previously in this report, sites should not be released for housing
where this would result in major development in the terms of paragraph
116 of the NPPF. Part of this assessment is a consideration of possible
cumulative impacts. For example, the three adjoining candidate sites to
20

the north of Stokenchurch (SSC0034, 0044 and 0045) may not
individually amount to major development, but if all 3 sites were allocated
this would be likely to result in major development.
3.22

The remaining sites at Stokenchurch have therefore been excluded due to
the severity of their landscape impact and/or because they would
constitute major development in the AONB. The key landscape issue is
that development is characteristically restricted to the plateau and the
slopes and valleys around Stokenchurch are essentially free from
development. As well as the immediate landscape impact of development
beyond these traditional limits there is further harm to the AONB from
breaching this traditional settlement pattern. The AONB is a mosaic of
natural and built forms and development which does not respect the
AONB traditions of building (including the resulting settlement pattern) is
unacceptable in the AONB.

3.23

Table 1 (overleaf) provides a summary of each site assessment (please
refer to Figure 4 para 2.1 for site plan).
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Site
Reference

Part 1 Conclusion

Part 2 Conclusion

Land at Wood Farm,
Stokenchurch

-Majority unsuitable due to
landscape quality and
topography issues
-Eastern plateau portion
recommended for stage 2

land off Mill Road,
Stokenchurch

-No environmental
designations
-Well situated for footpath
access to main village
-Highway concerns
-Minor flooding issues
-Western part recommended
for stage 2

Fanes Field and M40
Barnfield south site,
Stokenchurch

-Part of much larger site
-High landscape quality
-Site is open and
characterises western
settlement edge
-Contains ancient woodland
and associated biological
and geological
-Not recommended for stage
2 assessment
-Part of much larger site
-High landscape quality

-Low capacity for development
-Strong edge to settlement
-In spring views over rolling
landscape and from landscape
back up
-Strong links to public rights of
way (PRoW) network in AONB
-Visible links with listed Church
Western part only.
-Medium/High capacity for
development
-Development on three sides
including motorway and salvage
yard
-Broken settlement edge
-Motorway noise
-Relatively visually enclosed
-Visible from PRoW against
backdrop of existing settlement
Site not assessed as part of stage
2.

SSC0034

SSC0035

SSC0036a

SSC0036b

Fanes Field and M40
Barnfield east site,

Site not assessed as part of stage
2.

Major development in the
AONB?
Unlikely to result in major
development in isolation.
Likely to result in major
development if sites 44 and
45 also developed.

Some potential for major
development if whole site
developed due to landscape
impact arising. Less potential
for development on the
western section to amount to
major development.
Cumulative impacts with
adjoining sites to be
considered further.
Significant potential for major
development due to quality
of landscape. Impacts
greater still if adjoining sites
also allocated.

Significant potential for major
development due to quality
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Table 1 Summary of findings table

Address

Stokenchurch

Fanes Field and M40
Barnfield north site,
Stokenchurch
SSC0036c

Land adjoining 20-22 Mill
Road, Stokenchurch
SSC0037

Land to the rear of
Wormsley Crescent,
Stokenchurch
SSC0038

-Site is open and
characterises western
settlement edge
-Adjoins ancient woodland
and associated biological
and geological
-Not recommended for stage
2 assessment
-Part of much larger site
-High landscape quality
-Site is open and
characterises western
settlement edge
-Adjoins ancient woodland
and associated biological
and geological
-Not recommended for stage
2 assessment
-Well connected to
existing built form
-Well situated for footpath
links to main village
-Access would need to be
provided by adjacent parcel
to the west
-Recommended for stage 2
assessment
-No environmental
designations other than
minor surface water flooding
-Access only available
through SSC0037
-Well connected to built form
-Recommended for stage 2
assessment

of landscape. Impacts
greater still if adjoining sites
also allocated.

Site not assessed as part of stage
2.

Significant potential for major
development due to quality
of landscape. Impacts
greater still if adjoining sites
also allocated.

-Medium/High capacity for
development
-Brownfield
-Incongruous
-Enhancements possible

Some opportunity to improve
the AONB, therefore very
unlikely that redevelopment
of this site in isolation would
amount to major
development. Cumulative
impacts to be considered
further.

-Medium capacity for
development
-Historic hedgerows
-Potential to link with wider
habitats and PRoW network
-Visibility from PRoW against
backdrop of existing settlement

Minimal potential for
development to amount to
major development.
Cumulative impacts with
adjoining sites to be
considered further.
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Land north of The
Ridgeway, Ibstone Road
SSC0039

SSC0040

Land to the south of
Wormsley Lodge
Wellground

Wallace Hill Farm,
Wellground
SSC0041

SSC0043

Land to the rear of
Stokenchurch Business
Park, Mill Lane

Land to the west of Tower
Farm, Oxford Road
SSC0044

-Poorly connected to built
form
-Feels beyond the settlement
and located far from facilities
-Well contained with little
motorway noise
-Not recommended for stage
2 assessment
-Contains ancient woodland
and associated biological
and geological sites
-Feels beyond settlement
and located far from facilities
-Not recommended for stage
2 assessment
-Adjoins ancient woodland
and associated biological
and geological sites
-Feels beyond settlement
and located far from facilities
-Not recommended for stage
2 assessment
-Poorly connected to existing
residential development
-Adjoins existing employment
area identified for expansion
-Site recommended for stage
2 assessment for
employment
-Poorly located to existing
village
-Detached from any
residential development
-Not visually contained
-High landscape quality

Site not assessed as part of stage
2.

Minimal potential for
development to amount to
major development.
Cumulative impacts with
adjoining sites to be
considered further.

Site not assessed as part of stage
2.

Minimal potential for
development to amount to
major development.
Cumulative impacts with
adjoining sites to be
considered further.

Site not assessed as part of stage
2.

Minimal potential for
development to amount to
major development.
Cumulative impacts with
adjoining sites to be
considered further.

-Medium/High capacity for
development
-Degraded by equestrian usage
-Visually contained
-Development on three sides
-Adjacent to motorway, noise
present
Site not assessed as part of stage
2.

Minimal potential for
development to amount to
major development.
Cumulative impacts with
adjoining sites to be
considered further.
Significant potential for major
development due to quality
of landscape. Impacts
greater still if adjoining sites
also allocated.
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Land to the east of Tower
Farm, Oxford Road

SSC0045

Land between Coopers
Court Farm and M40

SSC0046

-Large site with no scope for
sub-division
-Not recommended for stage
2 assessment
-Poorly located to existing
village
-Detached from any
residential development
-Not visually contained
-High landscape quality
-Large site with no scope for
sub-division
-Not recommended for stage
2 assessment
-Poorly located to existing
village
-Detached from any
residential development
-Not visually contained
-High landscape quality
-Large site with no scope for
sub-division
-Not recommended for stage
2 assessment

Site not assessed as part of stage
2.

Significant potential for major
development due to quality
of landscape. Impacts
greater still if adjoining sites
also allocated.

Site not assessed as part of stage
2.

Some potential for major
development due to quality
of landscape – but limited
due to scale of site. Impacts
greater still if adjoining sites
also allocated.
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Lane End Summary

3.24 Lane End is a village with a strong historic core centred on a staggered

cross roads and village pond. There is a large post war estate on the
northeast side. The village has a number of small industrial areas, several
of which have been redeveloped in recent years. The M40 motorway lies
a short distance to the North.

Landscape overview – Lane End
3.25 Lane End is on the settled plateau but the land is more undulating due to

the geology. It was once a linear village spread along the road (B482)
with a strong historic core centred on a staggered cross roads and village
pond. Past expansion has resulted in modern development dominating
land to the north of the road, between the B482 and the M40. To the
south of the B482 the settlement has a strong historic character, with
much of it being associated with the commons that are a significant
feature.

3.26 There are two main areas beyond the Green Belt that fall to be

considered.
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West of the village from Finings Road towards Moor Common:
3.27 The settlement edge is not clearly defined in this area as it has developed

in an unregimented fashion over time, in association with the common
land.

3.28 Locally

undulating land and tree cover adds to the special
character. There are some public footpaths through the area and there is
open access over the commons

3.29 The strong historic character and impact on public footpaths resulted in

only small pockets of land being considered suitable for further
consideration.

South east of the village, south of Marlow Road:
3.30 The settlement edge is not clearly defined in this area because of its

development through history.

3.31 The land mostly has a parkland character associated with a stately home

set in grounds, now replaced by a conference centre. Additionally, there
are some hidden pockets of land to the rear of the ribbon development
along the B482 and some paddocks.

3.32 The parkland character largely remains and includes the managed

grounds of the conference centre along with a golf course. The mature
tree cover associated with the parkland contributes to it being relatively
visually enclosed, as does the woodland on some of the hidden pockets of
land. This tree cover makes a significant contribution to the setting of
Lane End when viewed from the wider landscape but there is no public
access in the area other than by residents of the management centre.

3.33 Due to the historic features, existing ownership and land use only the

small pockets of land and the paddocks were considered suitable for
further consideration.

Lane End Site Assessments
3.34 Three sites have passed the stage 1 assessment. These are:
SLE0017 Land south of Finings Road
SLE0026 Land off Ellis Way
SLE0027 Lane between Chalky Road and Marlow Road
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3.35 As noted previously in this report, sites should not be released for housing

where this would result in major development in the terms of paragraph
116 of the NPPF. Part of this assessment is a consideration of possible
cumulative impacts. For example, the five candidate sites running north to
south along the west side of the village (SLE0017 SLE0024 SLE0023
SLE0030 and SLE0015) may not individually amount to major
development, but if all 3 sites were allocated this would be likely to result
in major development.
3.36 Figure 9 shows the sites in Lane End which passed the stage 1

assessment.

Figure 9: Lane End sites passed at Stage 1

3.37 The remaining sites at Lane End have therefore been excluded due to the

severity of their landscape impact and/or because they would constitute
major development in the AONB. At Lane End there is no common key
landscape issue and reference should be made to Table 2 and the
individual site assessments.

3.38 Table 2 (overleaf) provides a summary of each site assessment (see Fig 7

para 2.3 for plan showing all the sites).
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Site Reference

SLE0011

Address

Part 1 Conclusion

Part 2 Conclusion

Is the site ‘major
development’ within the
AONB?

Land to the rear of Old Sun
Close

-Within Lane End conservation area
-Topographical issues
-Poor access
-Not recommended for stage 2
assessment
-Forms important gap between Lane
End and Moor Common
-Relates poorly to Lane End
-In use as residential curtilage
-Poor access
-Not recommended for stage 2
assessment
-Adjoins constrained area to west
and located nearby Grade II listed
buildings
-No other environmental constraints

Site not assessed as part of
stage 2.

Unlikely, due to small scale
and close relationship with
built-up area

Site not assessed as part of
stage 2.

Unlikely (in isolation at least).

-Medium/Low capacity for
development
-Strong historic character
-Economic considerations to:
Ancient Woodland, local
topography
-Visually contained
-Broken settlement edge

Unlikely in isolation.
Cumulative impacts to be
considered further if
additional sites on west side
of village progressed.

-Disused allotments

Site not assessed as part of

Unlikely in isolation.

Martins Field, Moor
Common
SLE0015

Land south of Finings
Road, Lane End
SLE0017

SLE0023

Land to the rear of Tylers
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Corner and Hide Away,
Ditchfield Common

SLE0024

Land to the rear of
Spindleberry, Ditchfield
Common

Land to the rear of Lane
End Conference Centre,
Church Road
SLE0025

Land off Ellis Way, Lane
End
SLE0026

SLE0027

Land between Chalky Field
and Marlow Road, Lane

-Not allocated as Green Space but in
use as semi-natural open space
-Access concerns
-Not recommended for stage 2
assessment
-Located outside of main residential
area
-Disconnected from built form
-Poor access
-Not recommended for stage 2
assessment
-In use as golf course and
conference centre
-Redevelopment would result in loss
of employment
-No scope for residential
intensification
-Large areas covered by surface
water flooding
-Not recommended for stage 2
assessment
-Site contains traditional orchard
-Clear sub-division between orchard
and remainder of site
-Northern section is enclosed and
well integrated into existing
development

-Contour issues to rear of site
-Located with close proximity to

stage 2.

Site not assessed as part of
stage 2.

Site not assessed as part of
stage 2.

-Medium/Low capacity for
development
-Woodland character
-Contribution to wooded
backdrop in wider views
-Eco-habitat connections
-Visually contained
-Trees visible from wider
landscape
-Site could accommodate
new development in parts

Cumulative impacts to be
considered further if
progressed along with
additional sites on west side
of village.
Unlikely in isolation.
Cumulative impacts to be
considered further if
progressed along with
additional sites on west side
of village.
Unlikely in isolation.
Cumulative impacts to be
considered further if
progressed along with
additional sites on east side
of village.

Unlikely in isolation.
Cumulative impacts to be
considered further if
progressed along with
additional sites on west side
of village.

Unlikely. Also cumulative
impacts unlikely as site does
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SLE0029

End

village centre
-Potential to integrate into existing
residential development
-Well enclosed from the wider area

Land off Church Road, Lane
End

-Adjoins conservation area
-Situated above national grid gas
pipeline
-Low/Medium surface water flooding
around site
-Coalescence concerns with Moor
Common

-Forms part of setting of Lane
End from south-east
-Required links with adjacent
landscape and habitats
including pond
-Broken settlement edge
-Visually relatively contained
-Low capacity for
development
-Provides setting and
separation for Lane End and
Moor Common
-Strong, historic character

not adjoin other candidate
sites.

Significant likelihood that
development of this site could
amount to major development
given scale, relationship with
the wider landscape, and
prospect of coalescence with
Moor Common.
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Part 2 Landscape Assessment Findings

SLE0017 – land off Finings Road, Lane End

3.39 The site is located at the western end of Lane End settlement and forms part

of a larger, rectangular field which is visible in its present form on maps from
1877. There is no boundary separating the site from the wider field. The site
is enclosed to the west by ancient woodland and to the east by existing
housing which overlooks it. Some post and rail fencing and boundary
vegetation separates the existing housing from the site. To the north is an
existing house and the site is set back from the road behind this with an
access track leading from the road. There is no public access to the site but
the access track gives pedestrian access to the adjacent woodland within
which there are many informal tracks. There is a PRoW at the southern end of
the wider field. The site is flat except to the southern end where there is a
distinctive rise then dip. The site is unlit and generally peaceful.

Photograph 1: view southwards over the site

Photograph 2: distinctive undulation
in southern end of site

Photograph 3: informal layout of adjacent
housing
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3.40 The assessment found the site to have MEDIUM/LOW capacity for

development which means it may be able to accommodate some development
but it will be severely constrained by the need to avoid any adverse impact on
the landscape character informed by the ancient woodland, historic field
pattern and undulating topography. It must have regard to the setting and
form of the adjacent conservation area and overall historic character. There
are significant landscape constraints and therefore the key landscape and
visual characteristics must be retained and enhanced.

3.41 The site has strong physical links to the wider landscape character such as the

open, agricultural fields, hedgerows and hedgerow trees and visual links with
the adjacent conservation area and listed building.

3.42 The edge of settlement on this side of Lane End is not strongly defined and

the site sits behind existing housing that fronts Finings Road.

3.43 The combination of the adjacent woodland and other boundary tree cover,

adjacent conservation area and local undulation on the southern end of the
site gives it a distinctive and pleasing character.
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Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity Low
 Contained to the north and east by existing housing and to the west by ancient
woodland
 Site sits behind existing housing on Finings Rd
 Open to the south but visually contained to some extent by landform
 No longer views towards site from wider countryside
 PRoW to the south offers glimpsed views towards the site
 Access track from Finings Road offers short term views from people accessing
adjacent woodland

3.

Landscape Sensitivity Medium/High
 Part of historic field
 Distinctive local undulation in south
 Adjacent conservation area and listed building
 Adjacent ancient woodland
 Influenced by views of adjacent, village character housing and listed builidng
 Unlit and peaceful

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Medium/Low (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity Medium/High
 Forms setting of conservation area
 No clear edge of settlement on this western edge
 Strongly influenced by adjacent ancient woodland
 Shared physical characteristics with wider countryside such as open, agricultural
fields, hedgerows and hedgerow trees.

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Medium (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: MEDIUM/LOW (6+7)

Potential impacts of housing.
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Loss of part of historic field
 Impact on ancient woodland
 Impact on conservation area/listed building
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 No impact on views from the wider AONB
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Potential effect on views from PRoW to south and housing to east

Potential impact on the AONB
 Loss of part of a characteristic field in AONB

Landscape guidelines for development:


Pay regard to the 15m buffer to ancient woodland



Retain and enhance where necessary the hedgerow between the site and the
conservation area



Reflect informal layout of adjacent housing to maintain historic character of
this side of the settlement



Create pedestrian links with existing PRoW in south and west giving access to
settlement/amenities in south, the adjacent woodland and the wider
countryside



Establish new mixed native planting along southern boundary to contain
development from remaining field



Conserve and enhance ecological links with adjacent habitats such as
hedgerows and woodlands



Retain distinctive local undulation on southern end of site



Use low level lighting strategy to avoid light pollution to the remaining dark
landscape
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SLE0026 – land off Ellis Way, Lane End.

3.44 The site is located to the south side of Lane End settlement at the rear and

side of housing on Marlow Road and Ellis Way. It is a mainly wooded parcel
of land adjacent to an orchard and pasture land and appears to have had little
active use over the years and has become overgrown. It has no direct public
access but can be partly seen from Ellis Way and the mature trees on site
feature in views from the wider landscape. The site is enclosed by
development to the north-west and north-east and although there is no
development to the south-west or south-east the site is enclosed by the
mature vegetation on site and along the boundaries, along with the orchard to
the south. It is mainly flat in the south but appears to be more undulating in
the northern half, possibly having pits or ditches. It is unlit and is generally
peaceful although experiences some road noise from the nearby M40 at peak
times.

3.45 The assessment found the site to have MEDIUM/LOW capacity for

development meaning that it may be able to accommodate some development
but it will be severely constrained by the need to avoid any adverse impact on
the existing landscape character. Any development must have regard to the
setting and form of existing settlement and the character and the sensitivity of
adjacent landscape character areas. There are significant landscape
constraints on the site, mainly the existing trees, potential for the site to
support notable species or habitats and the adjacent orchard.

3.46 The site has strong physical and visual links to the wider landscape, primarily

through the mature trees on site that form part of the wooded backdrop to
housing in views from the wider landscape and also through the habitat links
with the adjacent countryside

3.47 The site itself is visually well contained and if development could be

accommodated whilst appropriately taking into consideration the significant
site constraints, the impact would be very localised.
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Photograph 1: access to driveway along northern
driveway on
boundary

Photograph 3: there are some clearings within
the woodland

Photograph 2: site access point from
northern boundary

Photograph 4: areas of scrub, mainly in
northern
half of site

Photograph 5: tree cover forms part of wooded
backdrop of existing housing in views from wider
landscape
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5
(from the
south-east)

Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity Medium/Low
 Few close views into site
 Mature trees on site are visible in views from wider landscape and form a
wooded backdrop to existing housing
 Inaccessible by the public
 No views into site from PRoW

3.

Landscape Sensitivity Medium
 Potential to support notable habitats/species
 Topography not distinctive
 Significant amount of tree cover and strong landscape structure
 Trees make positive contribution to wider landscape
 No historic links

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Medium/Low (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity Medium/High
 Mature trees form part of wooded backdrop to housing in views from wider
landscape
 Strong connections with habitats to south and west via scrub, hedgerows and
tree cover and potentially via waterbodies
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Shares characteristics with the wider landscape such as woodland and scrub
cover

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Medium (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: MEDIUM/LOW (6+7)

Potential impacts of housing.
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Loss of wooded character
 Habitat loss
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Impact of tree loss on views from Ellis Way and views from wider landscape
Potential impact on the AONB
 Reduction in wooded backdrop to housing in views from wider landscape
 Loss of part of a characteristic wooded area
Landscape guidelines for development:







Retain existing mature trees that contribute to the wooded backdrop of existing
housing
Retain younger trees that will contribute to the wooded setting in the future
Retain and enhance native boundary vegetation which may need restoration in
places
Identify, retain and enhance ecological features and habitats
Identify, retain and provide new links to adjoining habitats
Use low level lighting strategy to avoid light pollution to the remaining dark
landscape
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SLE0027 – land off Marlow Road, Lane End.

3.48 The site is located at the eastern end of Lane End settlement and is made up

of two fenced paddocks which form part of a larger group of fields. There is a
pond in the northern corner. The site boundaries are post and wire fencing,
located to divide up the larger field, and have no historic relevance and no
associated vegetation. It has no direct public access but there are glimpsed
views from Marlow Road to the east and a PRoW on higher ground to the
south-east. The housing on Chalky Field to the north overlooks the site and
there are also some allotments to the north. There is development on the
opposite side of Marlow Road and a Thames Water facility surrounded by tall
conifer trees protrudes into the site on the eastern boundary. The site is
enclosed by existing housing to the north and east and has an open aspect to
the open countryside and woodlands to the south and west. There is a
shallow valley running north-south through the site. The site is unlit and
generally peaceful with some intermittent traffic noise from Marlow Road.

3.49 The site could be able to accommodate areas of new development in some

parts, providing it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlement,
particularly the setting of Lane End as experienced on approaching from the
south-east. It must also have regard for the character and sensitivity of
adjacent landscape character areas, primarily the surrounding agricultural
landscape, and provide new links with these.

3.50 There are landscape and ecological constraints, such as the pond and the

boundary hedgerows, and these key characteristics must be retained and
enhanced and linked to adjoining features.

3.51 The site is partly influenced by urban uses such as the adjacent housing,

housing on the opposite side of Marlow Road and the Thames Water facility
that juts out into the site which combine to weaken the settlement boundary at
this point. Some development could be accommodated and provide a
landscape structure to strengthen the settlement boundary, enhance the
setting of Lane End and form stronger habitat links with the surrounding
landscape
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Photograph 1: view eastwards across northern part of site

Photograph 2: pond in northern corner
(over
Fields

Photograph 3: view towards site
hedge) from Chalky
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Photograph 4: view towards site (in front
of housing in distance) from south-east

Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity Low
 Contained to the north and east by existing housing and vegetation
 Open to the south and west but visually contained in longer views by
woodlands and landform
 PRoW to the south-east potentially offers glimpsed views over part of the site
 Inaccessible by the public

3.

Landscape Sensitivity Medium/Low
 Part of a larger, characteristic arable field in agricultural landscape
 Localised shallow valley topography
 Fenced field boundaries have no historic relevance
 Influenced by views of adjacent development, Thames Water facility and
paddock fencing

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Low (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity Medium
 Shared physical characteristics with wider countryside (open, arable fields)
 Forms part of landscape setting of Lane End when approaching from the
south-east

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Medium/Low (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: MEDIUM (6+7)

Potential impacts of housing.
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Reduction of characteristic landscape feature (agricultural field)
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Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Unlikely to impact on views from the wider AONB
 Some effect on views from housing to north and potentially from PRoW to southeast
 Some potential effect on setting of Lane End
Potential impact on the AONB
 Loss of part of a characteristic field in AONB

Landscape guidelines for development:


Establish rational boundary to site using mixed native vegetation, that ties into
existing landscape features to create a landscape structure and contribute towards
creating links with existing hedgerow and woodland network





Establish mixed native vegetation along south and west boundaries including trees, to
strengthen the settlement edge and provide screening from the south east.
Provide tree planting through site to provide setting for housing and contribute to
habitat diversity
Incorporate existing pond into new landscape structure and link to other habitats



Retain roadside vegetation and incorporate into new landscape structure



Restrict scale of development to avoid requirement for excessive changes to
topography



Use low level lighting strategy to avoid light pollution to the remaining dark landscape
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SLE0029 – land off Church Road, Lane End

3.52 The site forms part of a wider field located at the southern end of the Lane End

settlement. The site is accessed directly from Church Road via a field gate in
a hedgerow. This section of Church Road has a semi-rural character with few
road markings, very limited lighting or signage and a footpath on one side
only. Some of the site is located behind the existing ribbon development along
Church Road but much of it can be seen from the road and allows views over
it toward the surrounding countryside. The mature trees in the grounds of a
conference centre and a well maintained hedgerow contain the wider field on
the northern boundary. The rear gardens of residential development back onto
the site on the north, west and south sides. The residential boundaries are
formed of a variety of closed and open fencing, hedges and small outbuildings.
The eastern side of the site has no physical boundary and is open to the wider
landscape. The site has an open aspect over the rest of the field, with longer
views out to the ancient woodlands in the south and west. The site is fairly flat
but a shallow valley runs north-south along the eastern side.

3.53 The assessment found the site to have LOW capacity for development which

means it could not accommodate areas of new development without a
significant and adverse impact on the landscape character, primarily that it
forms the setting for Lane End and Moor Common and separates the two
settlements.
3.54 Moor Common is a small settlement that has developed in association with the

registered commons and has a strong historic character. The site contributes
towards the separation between the two settlements and facilitates glimpsed
views from the road out over the surrounding countryside. It is not considered
suitable for development because of the separation it creates between Lane
End and the sensitive character of Moor Common and no landscape
guidelines for development are provided.
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1
(off site)

Photograph 1: View of site from PRoW in south

Photograph 2: shallow valley along eastern side
Photograph 3: From field gate
looking south
of site
across site towards ancient woodlands
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Photograph 4: Residential boundaries backing
onto site
Step Assessment/Justification
2

Visual Sensitivity Medium
 Partly screened by existing housing but open views over much of site
available from Church Road.
 Visually contained in longer views by woodlands
 PRoW to the south offers views up to the site

3.

Landscape Sensitivity Medium/Low
 Characteristic arable field in agricultural landscape
 Adjacent to registered commons
 No notable features on site

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Medium/Low

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity Medium
 Contributes towards separation between Lane End and Moor Common
settlements
 Shared physical characteristics with wider countryside

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Medium/Low

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: MEDIUM

Potential impacts of housing
Relationship of the site with Lane End and Moor Common:
 The site contributes towards the separation of Lane End and Moor Common
settlements both physically and in views from Church Road.
 It is influenced by the residential development on three sides.
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Relationship of the site with the adjacent wider countryside:
 It has strong visual links with the countryside to the south-east
 It shares physical characteristics with the wider countryside such as open,
agricultural fields, hedgerows and hedgerow trees.
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Reduction of characteristic landscape feature (agricultural field)
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Impact of highways works on character of Church Road
 Loss of views over wider countryside from Church Road
 Some impact on views from PRoW to south
Potential impact on the AONB
 Loss of part of a characteristic field in AONB
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SSC0034 – land at Wood Farm, Stokenchurch

3.55 The site is located on the plateau at the northern side of Stokenchurch. It

forms the southern edge of a much larger, arable field and although there is no
public access on to the site, there is a PRoW running alongside the western
boundary. The site is mainly flat but falls away to the north, into a wooded
valley. The southern boundary is formed by the rear boundaries of housing, to
the east is a cemetery, to the west and north is open countryside. The site is
unlit and relatively undisturbed by traffic noise.

3.56 The assessment found the site to have LOW capacity for development which

means that it could not accommodate areas of new development without a
significant and adverse impact on the landscape character.

3.57 The site has strong physical and visual links to the wider landscape and these

outweigh any minor impacts from the adjacent urban settlement. It is part of
the landscape which currently forms a strong, continuous edge to the
settlement. The plateau location on the edge of a steep valley gives the site a
distinctive character with inspiring views over the characteristic rolling valley
and woodlands to the north and west. It is strongly connected into the PRoW
network giving access into the countryside. It is influenced by the housing to
the south and also the listed church visible in the south-east corner. In
landscape terms this site is not recommended for development and so no
guidelines are provided.

Photograph 1: view eastwards over site
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Photograph 2: listed church visible in
that
south-west corner

Photograph 3: entrance to PRoW
runs along western boundary of site

Photograph 4: the landscape forms a strong, continuous edge to settlement
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Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity Medium
 Site visible on skyline from PRoW in valley landscape to north-west
 Adjacent PRoW to the west offers glimpsed close views
 View into site from adjacent cemetery to east
 Views from wider landscape to east, south and west limited by housing,
landform and woodland
 Panoramic views out of the site over valley landscape to north and west

3.

Landscape Sensitivity Medium
 Fields and hedgerows form part of historic field pattern evident from 1870’s
 Plateau landscape rolling away down valley side to the north
 Within 25m conservation area buffer
 Listed church visible from site in south-east corner
 Influenced by rear boundaries of housing to south

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Medium (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity Medium/High
 Existing strong, continuous edge to settlement
 Shared physical characteristics with landscape to north and west (open, hedged
fields, rolling landform)
 Strong visual connection with wider landscape to the north
 Direct connections into PRoW network connecting to settlement and wider
countryside

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Medium/High (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: LOW (6+7)

Potential impacts of housing.
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Reduction of characteristic landscape feature
 Encroachment into strong landscape edge to settlement
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Impact on views from the valley landscape to the north
 Impact on close views from PRoW to west and cemetery to east
Potential impact on the AONB
 Loss of a characteristic field in AONB
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SSC0035 – land off Mill Road/Green Lane, Stokenchurch

3.58 The site is a relatively flat, open, arable field which forms part of a larger field

located at the south-western end of Stokenchurch settlement, on the south
side of the M40. It has no direct public access but can be partly seen from a
public footpath on the northern boundary, which provides pedestrian access to
the northern part of Stokenchurch via a footbridge over the M40. It is
surrounded on three sides by development, including the M40 in the north,
and outbuildings associated with one property protrude out in to the middle of
the site. Housing backs onto the site on the western side along with a salvage
yard to the south-west. These boundaries are formed by a variety of closed
and open fencing, hedges and outbuildings.. The eastern site boundary
follows the line of an historic field boundary, no longer visible. As there is no
physical boundary the site has an open aspect over the rest of the field, with
longer views out to the open countryside and ancient woodlands in the south
and east. The site is unlit although some light spill from the surrounding
development is likely. The noise from the adjacent M40 to the north is
intrusive and there is also some noise from the salvage yard to the south.

3.59 The assessment found the site to have MEDIUM/HIGH capacity for

development which means it is able to accommodate development, providing
it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlement and the character
and the sensitivity of adjacent landscape character areas.

3.60 The site is heavily influenced by urban fringe uses and has views of the some

parts of the adjacent urban settlement being surrounded on three sides by
development and there being outbuildings which protrude out into the centre of
the site. It is also heavily influenced by noise from the adjacent M40. Overall
the landscape on this side of the settlement is intruded upon by existing
development and the site forms part of the broken edge of the settlement.

3.61 The site benefits from being relatively visually enclosed in short views by

existing development and in longer views by woodlands and topography and
has potential for links with the adjacent settlement and also the main
settlement on the other side of the M40 via the footbridge.

3.62 The site does share some of the characteristics of the adjacent, wider

landscape such as hedgerows, and links between these features should be
retained and enhanced.
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6
From
Chiltern
Way

5
From
Chiltern
Way

Photograph 1: View over site from PRoW
boundaries of
on footbridge to north
Lane

Photograph 2: mixed rear
residential properties along Mill
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Photograph 3: longer views out to open
Photograph 4: salvage yard
adjacent to the site countryside and ancient woodlands in the
south and east

Photograph 5: view up towards site from Chiltern
Photograph 6: south-western part
of site visible
Way to south
from Chiltern Way near Coopers Court
Farm

Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity Low
 Contained to the west, north and south by existing development and M40
 Open to the east but visually contained in longer views by woodlands and
landform
 Footpath to the north and PRoW (Chiltern Way) to the south-east offer glimpsed
views over part of the site
 Inaccessible by the public

3.

Landscape Sensitivity Low
 Characteristic arable field in agricultural landscape
 Flat topography
 Historic field boundary along eastern edge has been removed
 Influenced by views of adjacent development
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Heavily influenced by M40 noise

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Low (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity Medium/Low
 Settlement edge is not strong on eastern side of settlement
 Intrusion into landscape on this side by salvage yard and residential outbuildings
 Shared physical characteristics with wider countryside (open, arable fields)
 Physically separated from main settlement by M40 but adjacent to footbridge
over motorway which provides pedestrian links

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Low (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: MEDIUM/HIGH (6+7)

Potential impacts of housing
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Reduction of characteristic landscape feature (agricultural field)
 Replacement of historic field boundary on eastern side
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Unlikely to impact on views from the wider AONB
 Some effect on views from PRoW to south-east and north
Potential impact on the AONB
 Loss of part of a characteristic field in AONB
Landscape guidelines for development:



Establish native hedgerow and tree planting along eastern boundary to reinstate
historic field boundary and provide screening from PRoW in south east.
Create safe and pleasant pedestrian link to footbridge linking with centre of
Stokenchurch



Investigate use of non-visually intrusive features to reduce noise pollution from
M40



Retain an undeveloped area adjacent to M40 as a buffer to the motorway and
for green infrastructure purposes



Enhance remaining boundaries with mixed native planting to contribute towards
creating/reinstating links with nearby hedgerows and ancient woodland
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Provide tree planting through site to provide setting for housing and help
diversify habitats



Use low level lighting strategy to avoid light pollution to the remaining dark
landscape



Carefully consider building heights to ensure no negative impact on wider views
as this is a plateau location
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SSC0037 – Salvage yard, Stokenchurch

3.63 The site is located off Mill Road on the south-western side of Stokenchurch on

the south of the motorway. It sits to the rear of the housing along Mill Road
and protrudes out into the open countryside. It is flat, enclosed by fencing and
tall, mixed hedges and has arable fields adjacent to the north, south and east.
The site’s current use is a salvage yard for building materials and it is mostly
surfaced in concrete with the salvaged materials stored in regular piles across
most of the site. It is accessed via a fully engineered road between houses off
Mill Road. There is a large agricultural barn in the centre of the site and other
smaller buildings, containers and lifting machinery. The salvage yard is open
to the public.

3.64 The assessment found the site to have MEDIUM/HIGH capacity for

development which means it is able to accommodate development, providing
it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlement and the character
and the sensitivity of adjacent landscape character areas.

3.65 The landscape on this side of the settlement is intruded upon by existing

development and the site forms part of the broken edge of the settlement.

3.66 The site is incongruous with adjacent land uses, heavily influenced by urban

fringe uses and is not an important part of the adjacent wider landscape into
which it protrudes.

3.67 It has good access from the adjacent settlement and benefits from being

relatively visually enclosed in short views by existing development and in
longer views by woodlands and topography.

3.68 Any future development should enhance links with the surrounding landscape

by providing landscape and habitat links.
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3
(from
Chiltern
Way)

Photograph 1: storage yard mostly covered in Photograph 2: from adjacent fields,
materials
hardstanding and building materials
buildings and fencing are visible
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Photograph 3: view from Chiltern Way in
Photograph 4: access to yard from Mill
Road
south-east, buildings and materials are visible

Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity Low
 Contained to the west by existing development and to the south and north by
hedgerows and fencing
 Gappy hedged boundary allows views towards east.
 Footpath to the north offers glimpsed views towards the site
 Open to the public/customers

3.

Landscape Sensitivity Low
 Concrete surfacing and high coverage of building materials
 Flat topograph
 Mixed quality boundary hedges
 Some noise from onsite vehicles and machinery
 Some influence by M40 noise

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Low (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity: Low
 Visually incongruous in landscape
 The industrial use is incongruous with adjacent housing
 Separated from main settlement
 Good access from adjacent settlement

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Low (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: MEDIUM/HIGH (6+7)
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Potential impacts of housing
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Opportunity to enhance hedgerows and link into wider hedgerow network
 Opportunity to increase tree cover
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Unlikely to impact on views from the wider AONB
 Some effect on views from PRoW to east
Potential impact on the AONB




Enhancement to landscape structure and ecological links
Increase in evening activity
Increase in lighting
Landscape guidelines for development:


Enhance field boundary and add tree planting along eastern boundary to soften
views towards site from wider countryside



Enhance boundaries with mixed native planting to contribute towards
creating/reinstating links with existing hedgerow network and nearby ancient
woodland



Use low level lighting strategy to avoid light pollution to the remaining dark
landscape



Carefully consider building heights to ensure no negative impact on wider views
as this is a plateau location



Provide tree planting through site to provide setting for housing and help
diversify habitats
Create new links with existing footpath network into the settlement and out to the
countryside
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SSC0038 – land rear of Wormsley Crescent, Stokenchurch

3.69 The site is a relatively flat, open, arable field which forms part of a larger field

located at the south-western end of Stokenchurch settlement, on the south
side of the M40. It has no direct public access. The rear gardens of existing
housing back onto the site on the western side along with a salvage yard to
the north-east. These boundaries are formed by a variety of closed and open
fencing, hedges and outbuildings. There is no physical boundary on the
eastern side and the site has an open aspect over the rest of the field, with
longer views out to the open countryside and ancient woodlands in the southeast. There is some noise from the adjacent salvage yard and the M40 to the
north is audible.

3.70 The assessment found the site to have MEDIUM capacity for development

which means it could be able to accommodate areas of new development in
some parts, providing it has regard to the setting and form of existing
settlement and the character and sensitivity of adjacent landscape character
areas. There are landscape constraints such as the hedgerows and these
must be retained and enhanced as they provide good ecological links with
the wider hedgerow network.

3.71 The site is partly influenced by urban fringe uses but shares many of the

characteristics of the wider landscape such as open agricultural fields and
strong hedgerows, with good physical and some visual links to the wider
landscape.

3.72 It benefits from being relatively visually enclosed in short views by existing

development and in longer views by woodlands and topography but has no
existing links with the adjacent settlement or the main centre of
Stokenchurch.
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1

2

3
(from
Chiltern
Way)

Photograph 1: Historic hedgerow along south
boundary

Photograph 2: longer views out to
open
countryside and ancient woodlands

Photograph 3: view towards site from ChilternWay in south
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Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity Low
 Contained to the west, north by existing development and to the south by
hedgerows
 Open to the east but visually contained in longer views by woodlands and
landform
 PRoW (Chiltern Way) to the east offers glimpsed views over part of the site
 Inaccessible by the public

3.

Landscape Sensitivity Low
 Characteristic arable field in agricultural landscape
 Flat topography
 No notable features on site
 Influenced by views of adjacent development
 Some influence by M40 noise

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Low (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity Medium
 Shared physical characteristics with wider countryside
 Good ecological links to wider hedgerow network and woodlands beyond
 No nearby connections with adjacent settlement

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Medium/Low (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High
 Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: MEDIUM (6+7)

Potential impacts of housing.
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:
 Reduction of characteristic landscape feature (agricultural field)
Potential impact on visual characteristics:
 Unlikely to impact on views from the wider AONB
 Some effect on views from PRoW to east
Potential impact on the AONB
 Loss of part of a characteristic field in AONB
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Landscape guidelines for development:







Establish boundary vegetation along eastern boundary, providing visual
screening from open countryside and linking into existing hedgerow and
woodland network
Create green infrastructure link with wider landscape by providing footpath and
enhancing hedgerow planting along southern boundary to join up to existing
PRoW network and ancient woodland in east
Enhance remaining boundaries with mixed native planting to contribute towards
creating/reinstating links with wider hedgerow and woodland network
Use low level lighting strategy to avoid light pollution to the remaining dark
landscape



Carefully consider building heights to ensure no negative impact on wider views
as this is a plateau location



Provide tree planting through site to provide setting for housing and help diversify
habitats
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SSC0043 – land adjacent Stokenchurch Business Park, Mill Lane

3.73 The site is located on a plateau at the north-western end of Stokenchurch,

adjacent to the Stokenchurch Business Park and on the south side of the
M40. It is made up of two fields, one large and one small. The larger one is
divided into two horse paddocks by fencing and the smaller one is currently
used partly for storage of building materials. The larger field is accessed by
a track off Ibstone Road which enters the field in the north-eastern corner.
The smaller field is accessed from the public right of way (track) leading out
from the western edge of the business park. There is no public access onto
the site. The fields are flat and are enclosed by tall hedgerows with added
wire frames in places. The M40 runs along the northern boundary, the
business park to the east and south, and open countryside to the west. The
site is unlit but there is likely to be light spill from the M40 which is lit at this
point and also possibly from the business buildings to the east. Road noise
from the M40 is significant.

3.74 The assessment found the site to have MEDIUM/HIGH capacity for

development which means it is able to accommodate development, providing
it has regard to the setting and form of existing settlement and the character
and the sensitivity of adjacent landscape character areas. Some landscape
and visual features such as the boundary hedgerows may require protection.

3.75 The plateau location, mature boundary hedgerows and surrounding

development on three sides result in it being visually contained from the
wider countryside although there are some close views from the nearby
PRoWs.
3.76 The site is heavily influenced by the road noise from the motorway and the

adjacent business park. Combined with its somewhat degraded character
this results in it not being considered a significant part of the adjacent wider
landscape.

3.77 It has potential good connections with the adjacent business park to the east

and south and nearby road network but it is remote from the main settlement
centre.
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Photograph 1: view north-east over larger field
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Photograph 2: PRoW along southern
storage
boundary

Photograph 4: view over open countryside to
park
west

Photograph 3: building materials
has degraded southern parcel of land

Photograph 5: adjacent business

Photograph 6: view towards site from PRoW in
south-west
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Step Assessment/Justification
2.

Visual Sensitivity Low
 Visually contained in longer views by plateau location, hedged boundaries,
woodlands and buildings
 Adjacent PRoW to the south offers glimpsed close views through hedgerow
into smaller field
 Close views up towards site from south-west available from short stretch of
PRoW
 Site inaccessible by the public

3.

Landscape Sensitivity Low

Fields and hedgerows form part of historic field pattern evident from 1870’s

Somewhat degraded by equestrian use and building material storage

Flat topography

Influenced by views of adjacent development and noise from M40

4.

Landscape Character Sensitivity: Low (2+3)

5.

Wider Landscape Sensitivity Low
 Some shared physical characteristics with wider countryside (open, hedged
fields)
 Limited visual connection with wider landscape
 Potential for good connections with both countryside to west and business
park to east.
 Remote from main settlement

6.

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Low (4+5)

7.

Landscape Value Medium / High

Site is in AONB

8.

Landscape Capacity: MEDIUM/HIGH (6+7)

Potential impacts of development.
Potential impact on key landscape characteristics:

Reduction of characteristic landscape feature (agricultural field)
Potential impact on visual characteristics:

Impact on views from the wider AONB depends on building heights

Some effect on close views from PRoW to south and south-west
Potential impact on the AONB

Loss of a characteristic field in AONB
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Landscape guidelines for development:


Retain and enhance historic hedgerows which provide links through and out of the
site to the wider hedge and woodland network



Provide 8-10m mixed, native tree belt along western boundary to provide screening
from open countryside



Use low level lighting strategy to avoid light pollution to the remaining dark
landscape to the west



Carefully consider building heights to ensure no negative impact on wider views as
this is a plateau location



Provide non-visually intrusive features to reduce noise pollution from M40



Incorporate links with existing PRoW network
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Part 2 Landscape Assessment Outcomes
3.78 The part 2 landscape assessment has identified 3 sites in Lane End and 2

sites in Stokenchurch with potential for allocation in the new Local Plan:
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Part 3 Development Capacity Findings
3.79 This assessment was carried out by an urban designer. The purpose was to

provide high-level development capacity advice for the various sites
identified. The assessments include a detailed summary for each site setting
out:



site constraints;



potential place-making features that the development could take
advantage of;



details of development capacity in terms of a range of dwelling
numbers and density; and



a sketch plan showing an indicative layout.

3.80 It should be noted that this assessment is for high-level development

capacity setting purposes only and further assessment work will be required
to confirm the conclusions reached and finalise the urban design principles
for each site. This study has been undertaken in parallel with and informed
by the landscape assessment (see section 6 of this report) work also
undertaken for these sites.

3.81 The site area quoted includes all the land within the site boundaries; while

the developable area includes just the land to be developed including the
minimum area required for open space provision.

3.82 Density figures quoted are net density (dwellings per hectare of residential

development land excluding areas of open space) but do not take account of
any site-specific requirements regarding dwelling type or mix.
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Table 3 Summary of development capacities for the sites assessed for
residential development

Site

Overall
area
(Ha)

Residential
area

Dph*

Approx dwelling numbers

6.74

4.01

30-40

120-160

0.83

0.34

25-35

9-12

1.38

0.74

25-35

19-26

(Ha)

Land South off
Stokenchurch (SSC035,
037 and 038)

Land south of Finings
Road, Lane End SLE
0017

Land between Chalky
Field and Marlow Road,
Lane End SLE 0027

Land off Ellis Way, Lane
End

Depending on ecological
assessment of the site

*Density figure here is net density (dwellings per hectare of residential development land)
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Land South of Mill Road, Stokenchurch (SSC0035, SSC0037 and SSC0038)
Site constraints/ issues














Three potential access points but two of them suffer from a poor relationship
with existing properties which would need to be resolved if these routes were
used to ensure the site was accessed in a positive way. One way this could
be overcome would be by remodelling the existing houses either side of the
access so that they positively address it.
The preferred access point between The Haven and Wormsley Crescent may
be in separate ownership creating a ransom situation. It has an extant
permission for one detached dwelling. The layout of the recent development
to the north makes even this wider access point somewhat problematical to
integrate with it as the existing access runs along the northern boundary.
Poor visibility at junction of Mill lane and Ibstone Road
Little relationship with the existing residential area due to its “backland”
position. This could be overcome by ensuring the access routes are
overlooked by residential units.
Low and relatively open existing residential boundaries which will need some
visual mitigation through planting. Residential gardens of recent properties at
The Haven are quite shallow.
Noise and air quality issues from the M40, some areas of the site close to the
motorway may not be suitable for housing. A noise barrier along the
motorway boundary could reduce the impact of noise for existing and new
residents.
The southernmost part of the site is quite distant (1000metres+)from the
village centre on the other side of the M40
The area is shown as one large parcel but is controlled by different
landowners/ interests which could work against a comprehensive coordinated
approach.

Place making/ Character





A great scenic location with potential links into the wider rural footpath
network.
There is a footpath link to the existing village centre over the M40, the scale
of this site combined with the existing development on this side of the
motorway could be sufficient to support provision of some facilities.
Some of the older properties may offer cues for design of new properties.

Development capacity
Site area: 6.74Ha
Developable area: 5.67 Ha
Housing area (60% developable area): 4.01HA
Assuming a density of 35dph this site could accommodate 140 dwellings (range 3040dph: 120 -160)
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A site of this size would need to provide some strategic as well as local open
space. This would be best provided in the area closest to the M40 to reduce
impact of the motorway on the residential development. Assuming development
levels given above approximately 1.66 Ha of open space would need to be
provided on site.
Key issues to resolve









Overcoming the poor visibility at the Junction of Mill Lane and Ibstock Road
Achieving access to the site without compromising existing dwellings or
creating the feel of a “backland” site. Utilising more than one access point
would help to integrate the development into the structure of the existing
residential area.
Type and form of open space
Mitigation of impact along existing residential boundary
Relocation overhead electricity cables
Comprehensive development of the site rather than in a piecemeal fashion
Potential for noise mitigation scheme along the M40

Indicative development area:

Please note that this plan is indicative only to assess development capacity.
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Land south of Finings Road, Lane End (SLE 0017)
Site constraints/ issues






Preserving setting of Lane End Conservation area
Preserving setting of Listed Building (White Gable Cottage)
Ancient woodland along western boundary
Existing residential boundaries to the north and east with some dwellings
close to the site boundary (Kew Cottage)
Maintaining access to water tower and low key nature of existing access

Place making/ Character





A relatively secluded site
Character of conservation area to use as inspiration/ setting for new
development
Site is close to village centre (300m)
Attractive setting of woodlands and pasture to west and south

Development capacity
Site area: 0.83 Ha
Developable area (all available for housing): 0.34 HA
Assuming a low density of 25 to 35 DPH this site could accommodate
between 9-12 dwellings
Key issues to resolve






Buffer to preserve setting of conservation area and listed building
Buffer and treatment of ancient woodland boundary
Assessing level changes within the site
Design/ layout of access
Treatment of sensitive residential boundaries
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Indicative development areas :

Please note that this plan is indicative only to assess development capacity.
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Land between Chalky Field and Marlow Road, Lane End (SLE 0027)
Site constraints/ issues







Water Pumping Station and Gas station and potential for service lines crossing
the site
Levels – there is a dip through the central part of the site
Little or no screening from adjacent fields
Adjacent Pond
Adjoining recent residential development
The site is on the edge of Lane End and could be seen as beyond the edge of
Lane End.

Place making/ Character






Context of recent rural exception site development
Use Culters on other side of road to help define the extent of the site area.
Good screening from Marlow Road into Lane End
Opportunity to plant new woodland to help integrate this development into the
wider landscape
Opportunity to improve setting of existing pond

Development capacity
Site area: 1.38 Ha
Developable area (all available for housing): 0.74 ha
Assuming a low density of 25 to 35 DPH this site could accommodate between 19 to
26 dwellings
Key issues to resolve



Service runs across the site from Water and Gas stations
Capacity of existing access
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Indicative development areas:

Please note that this plan is indicative only to assess development capacity.
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